Get the inside scoop from USC Thornton School of Music Dean Robert Cutietta as he outlines creative initiatives and market-driven reforms that have turned USC Thornton into a world leader among conservatories and music schools. Whether it's transformative professional experiences, eye-opening study-abroad opportunities, cutting-edge musician-wellness programs or five new non-performance master's degrees tailor-made for musicians, USC Thornton embodies a new, forward-looking approach to preparing artists for life.

THORNTON: THE INSIDE SCOOP
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 12, 2017 @ 1:30 P.M. - 2:20 P.M.
RONALD TUTOR CAMPUS CENTER, ROOM 227

BEYOND THE STAGE: OUTSIDE-THE-BOX CAREER OPTIONS FOR MUSICIANS
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 13, 2017 @ 11:30 A.M. - 12:20 P.M.
RONALD TUTOR CAMPUS CENTER, ROOM 450

In today's dynamic arts scene, a career in music doesn't have to be limited to the next performance or the next recording session. Opportunities abound in the music business and with major arts organizations, in scoring for film, television and advertising, in behavioral and communications, and in the fast-expanding universe of innovative music education settings and community-based music programming. In step with the changing times, USC Thornton School of Music has revamped its existing graduate programs and is rolling out pioneering new non-performance master's degrees tailor-made for musicians moving beyond the stage. Hear from Dean Robert Cutietta and an expert faculty panel as they discuss outside-the-box avenues for musicians to achieve successful, deeply fulfilling careers.

DEAN’S BREAKFAST RECEPTION
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 13, 2017 @ 8:30 A.M. - 10:00 A.M.
USC UNIVERSITY CLUB
Join Dean Robert A. Cutietta and fellow Thornton parents for a hot breakfast and a panel discussion with faculty about the exciting collaborations between USC Kaufman and USC Thornton. RSVP required. For questions or to confirm your RSVP please call 213-740-6474 or email music.rsvp@usc.edu

Thornton Featured Events

Concerts

STRINGS SHOWCASE
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 11, 2017 @ 6:30 P.M.
JEANETTE MACDONALD RECITAL HALL

POPULAR MUSIC FIRST-YEAR MIDTERM SHOWCASE
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 11, 2017 @ 8:00 P.M.
TOMMY’S PLACE

JAZZ NIGHT
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 12, 2017 @ 8:00 P.M.
CARSON CENTER (CTV)

USC THORNTON SYMPHONY: CONCERTO NIGHT*
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 13, 2017 @ 7:30 P.M.
BOVARDB AUDITORIUM
*OPEN REHEARSAL @ 2:00 PM

POPULAR MUSIC SECOND-YEAR MIDTERM SHOWCASE
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 13, 2017 @ 8:00 P.M.
CARSON CENTER (CTV)

For more information about our concerts and events, please visit music.usc.edu/events.

Questions?
Phone: 213-740-6474

Thornton Buildings & Locations

A2G -untuerhorn Symphony Hall
A3R - Musicology Foundations Building
BRH - Booth Hall
CTC - Campus Center
RHM - Ramo Hall
TSC - Tutor Campus Center
TM - The Music Complex
MUS - University Gateway
UG - University Gateway
UUC - United University Church

1. Bing Theatre
2. Bonnet Student Center
3. Flora L. Thornton Courtyard
4. Greek Courtyard
5. Herman/Pratt Recital Hall
6. Library
7. Newman Recital Hall
8. Polish Music Center/Trojan Marching Band Office
9. UUC Sanctuary
10. Thornton Admissions/Student Affairs
11. Tommy's Place
12. UCC
13. UUC Sanctuary
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